Large tunable optical absorption of CVD graphene under total internal reflection by strain engineering.
We have developed a method to tune polarization-dependent optical absorption of large-scale chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene under total internal reflection (TIR) by strain engineering. Through control of the strain direction, the optical absorption of graphene for transverse magnetic or transverse electric waves can be separately tuned. Strain-induced modulation of the optical absorption has been theoretically expected when light is normally incident through graphene. Under TIR, however, we experimentally observed a significant increase in the strain-induced tunability of optical absorption for CVD graphene, with the modulation efficiency of optical absorption in monolayer graphene increasing by a factor of three times that for normal incidence. We conclude that the strain sensitivity of optical absorption of graphene under TIR offers significant potential for application in many areas such as ultra-thin optical devices and strain sensors.